Osamu Tezuka and the First Story Manga
Ryan Holmberg

Osamu Tezuka’s (1928–89) The Mysterious Underground Men
( Chiteikoku no kaijin, February 1948) occupies an elevated position
in the history of Japanese comics. It might not be as legendary as
the artist’s debut book, the collaborative New Treasure Island ( Shin
takarajima, January 1947), but as the “first of my story manga,” as the
author put it in his afterword to the 1982 reissue of The Mysterious
Underground Men, it was arguably more foundational for the
subsequent evolution of the medium than New Treasure Island’s use of
wordless cinematic breakdowns.
Of course, there had been book-length children’s comics with
extended stories and well-defined characters in Japan since at least
the 1920s, even if they tended to be episodic and didactic rather than
plot-driven. Tezuka himself had already finished four “feature-length”
books by the time he began drawing The Mysterious Underground
Men in June of 1947.1 But in that 1982 afterword he turns his nose
up at one of them, Doctor Mars (Kasei hakase, September 1947),
because it “still smelled of prewar manga.” The scale of that book is
comparable to the present manga, as is the nature of the action. Its
story is propelled by a precocious boy with extraordinary courage
and perseverance. There are villains intent on world domination and a
monumental clash between the forces of good and evil.
So what was the difference?
I. Sad Rabbit
During an interview in 1988, Tezuka pinned down what he thought
had been his biggest contribution to the medium. “What I am really
proud of is having introduced tragic elements into manga. No one
had done that. . . . Having all the protagonists die, for example, or
making characters cry. In a period like that one when there was this
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powerful preconceived notion that manga was for fun and laughs ha
ha ha, no matter how cinematically complex you draw something, it
was simply not going to be a ‘story.’ That’s just cinematic enjoyment. A
true ‘story’ is like an epic drama, or even a bildungsroman [kyo-yo- shosetsu], with ups and downs in the drama, and a view of what it means
to be human. . . . Human life is not always happy. There is tragicomedy,
a humanism that is a jumbled mix of tragedy and comedy. The
depiction of characters’ personalities also becomes necessary. First
there is the need for dramaturgy. And it was in order to establish
dramaturgy that this sort of cinematic imagery came about, after the
fact.”
Previous Japanese cartoonists might have liked movies and
the theater, Tezuka continues, “but what they created was not drama.
It was farce, and vaudeville. The focus was on wit and gags, ending with
everyone laughing ha ha ha. But to make things deep, to make them
dark, to make things borderline unbearable —these were taboo in
manga. Taboo, or at least no one thought of doing them.” 2
On various issues, Tezuka’s self-theorizing has practically
dictated the terms of manga historiography and criticism. For
Japanese writers today, under the influence of Tezuka’s commentary
on “story manga” (sutorii manga), The Mysterious Underground
Men might as well be titled The Passion of Mimio. Opinion seems
unanimous that the only truly important aspects of the book are
the emotional trials and the unhappy ending that befall Floppy (his
name means literally “Ear Boy”), who wants nothing more than to
be accepted as human, and who proves himself not by walking on
two legs and learning human speech, but ultimately by giving his
life for his human friends and the cause of civilization’s progress. “If
postwar manga follows the design of Tezuka’s work,” posited critic
and Comiket co-founder Yoshihiro Yonezawa in 2003, “then what
The Mysterious Underground Men prompted was the development of
manga as a medium of tragedy.” 3
“The last scene of The Mysterious Underground Men bowled
us over,” wrote Hiroshi Fujimoto in 1994 about his and Motoo Abiko’s
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(the two halves of the Fujio Fujiko duo) first encounter with the book
as children after the war. “We couldn’t believe that Mimio dies.
Having this cute co-star die after making the readers become so
emotionally attached to him—was it possible!? It was. Tezuka sensei
had put elements of tragedy in a children’s manga for the first time. . .
Manga equals laughter. Tezuka sensei aimed the first stone at this
accepted thinking. A second stone and then a third soon followed
this first, creating huge ripples spreading outward. Breaking the ice
with tears, which had been like oil to laughter’s water, he brought joy,
sadness, hatred, et cetera out of laughter’s shadow, treating them
on equal terms with laughter—no, he emphasized them even more,
stuffing his work full of them. As a result, a manga world that had been
hee hee ho ho har har turned suddenly into thump thump twitter
twitter flutter flutter whoa, oh no, oh my god, an incredibly complex
and lively place.” 4
The literature on Mimio is substantial. There are arguments
for him as a critical reinterpretation of the Disney talking animal
based on wartime dictates that children’s entertainment be more
“scientific.” There are claims made that Mimio makes The Mysterious
Underground Men not only the first story manga, but also the first
character manga, meaning the first manga in which the naturalistic
depiction of a character’s psychology is integral to the story. It
has been said that Mimio is key to understanding how Tezuka
reprocessed notions of multi-racial community that were propagated
during the age of the Japanese Empire. It can be further argued that
the trials he endures and the clear moral purpose he serves engage
not so much with Disney as with the talking animals in so-called good
child manga ( yoiko manga) of the late thirties and forties.5 Other
reference points in prewar entertainment will be noted below, but as
far as Mimio’s existential plight is concerned, Tezuka was clearly
thinking of Universal monster movies of the thirties. After all, the
laboratory in which he is galvanized on page 17 belongs to Dr.
Frankenstein as equipped by set designer and electrical effects
wizard Kenneth Strickfaden.

Mimio’s physical form too was made in the image of the
polyglot tastes of his maker. He bears clear resemblance to the helper
rabbits in Mitsuyo Seo’s famous feature-length animation, Momotaro-:
Divine Warriors of the Sea ( Momotaro-: umi no shinpei, March 1945).
One might also cite the small, vulnerable white rabbit family in
Ken’nosuke Niizeki’s manga series Little Tiger Tora chan (Tora no ko
Tora chan, 1938–41), another Tezuka favorite.
Then there was the influence of American “ten-cent” comics,
brought into the country by Occupation soldiers after the war, and
studied closely by many Japanese cartoonists.6 Few were smitten so
totally as Tezuka. “It was like the heavens opened and rained manna,”
he later recalled.7
The impact was swift. Drawn in the autumn of 1946, many
passages of New Treasure Island, including the legendary opening
sequence of Pete driving his roadster, are modeled after two Dell
Disney One-Shots: Floyd Gottfredson’s Mickey Mouse Outwits the
Phantom Blot (1941) and Carl Barks and Jack Hannah’s Donald Duck
Finds Pirate Gold (1942).8
From the same months, in one of Tezuka’s strips for the
children’s magazine Hello Manga, “Gathering Chestnuts” (“Kuri
hiroi”), a wolf chases a little bunny, a younger female version of Mimio.
The wolf, with a single overall strap holding up his tattered breeches,
is dressed like Zeke, the Big Bad Wolf of Disney’s Three Little Pigs
(1933) and the Li’l Bad Wolf series in Walt Disney’s Comics and
Stories from Dell. It is likely that Tezuka was looking specifically at the
March 1946 issue of WDC&S, in which Zeke’s son fakes the killing of
a rabbit. He appears to have returned to this story while drawing The
Mysterious Underground Men, for the panel showing Mimio pursued
by a policeman ( page 31) looks a lot like that Dell comic’s first panel,
showing Li’l Bad chasing the rabbit, flipped left to right.
One of the skills Tezuka learned from Disney was how to
get characters to move. An image of Mickey running in Outwits
the Phantom Blot, originally used in New Treasure Island, has been
recycled on two different pages (88, 100). The last panel of Mimio’s
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Top: “Gathering Chestnuts,” Hello Manga No. 3
(December 1946). © Tezuka Productions
Bottom: Carl Buettner, “Li’l Bad Wolf,” Walt Disney’s Comics and Stories No. 66
(March 1946), compare with page 27.

Top: Al Taliaferro, “Bucky Bug,” Walt Disney’s Comics and Stories No. 60
(September 1945), compare with page 23.
Bottom: Bud Sagendorf, Popeye, Four Color Series 2, No. 127
(December 1946), compare with pages 12, 66, 87.
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escape from the laboratory, showing him trotting away from the
garbage man’s cart, seems generally modeled on characters in
Bucky Bug, again from WDC&S. There is also some Popeye. The
police chief’s face is the famous sailor’s (108), as are some of John’s
scrunched expressions (30, 87). That flying fist charge on the
cover is a variety of Popeye’s punch. When pre-operation Mimio
gives one of the doctors a whack on page 12, it is with one of those
circular socks ubiquitous especially in Bud Sagendorf’s Popeye.
Was the uncivilized rabbit made to behave like the tempestuous
sailor? Then, once humanized, was he issued Disney digs and a
Disney hop?
Mimio is a rich figure indeed. But a dynamic bunny alone
does not a story manga make. What I would like to do here is assess
The Mysterious Underground Men more as a whole, including
what is usually ignored as filler—the humor, the action, and the
spectacle—but which actually reveals much about the genetic
makeup of the burgeoning Tezuka revolution in Japanese comics.
In order to bring out overlooked aspects, there is a selective focus
on the American factor. By no means the entire picture, it will
be seen that American imagery inspired individual innovations
in the manga while also serving as a common denominator that
integrated seemingly divergent parts.
II. Science Fiction
The one author on whom Tezuka depended the most for structuring
the adventure side of the story itself was Ju-za Unno (1897–1949).
Regarded as the father of Japanese science fiction, Unno was
a prolific author of juvenile fiction in the thirties and forties,
particularly of the future wars and alien invasion varieties. He was
an unabashed nationalist and believer in the virtues of Japanese
empire, expressed straightforwardly in stories about civilian boys
and young soldiers defending not just Japan, but oftentimes the
world from saboteurs and extraterrestrial attacks.
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Kikuzo- Ito-, illustrations of Martians and escaping earthling rocket ships,
from Ju-za Unno, Mars Army (1930).

Tezuka pulled from many Unno stories over the years. Doctor
Mars, the book that Tezuka denigrates as stinking of prewar manga,
has been described as a “parody” of Unno’s greatest work, Mars Army
(Kasei heidan, 1939–40), about an earth facing the twin cataclysms
of Martian invasion and collision with a comet.9 Much of the humor
comes from how Tezuka interpreted Unno’s book visually: through
a mix of prewar akahon manga, Noboru Oshiro’s famous SF manga
Mars Exploration (Kasei tanken, 1940), Disney comics, and Disney
animated shorts like Mad Doctor (1933) that tends to convert thrills
and mystery into lighthearted buffoonery, and heroic and terrible
characters alike into comical caricatures.
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While The Mysterious Underground Men—drawn just a month
later— dispenses with the spherical characterization and the many
wordless passages of Doctor Mars, its combination of a sho-nen hero,
a secret saboteur society, and alien invaders, and its foregrounding of
super machines and ingenuous gadgets, remains in the Unno mold.
The nationalism has been converted: the heroes now have American
names. The talking animal is an addition, as is the subterranean lost
world. Still, as far as the core story goes, Tezuka is building on the
foundations of prewar kagaku sho-setsu (“science fiction”). With its
youth orientation, and the strong influence of juvenile mystery and the
future-wars fiction that had been popular since the Japanese Empire’s
rise at the turn of the century, Japanese science fiction in the thirties
was quite distinct from contemporary science fiction abroad. Unno
was indebted to H.G. Wells and the little American pulp SF that got
translated into Japanese. But until the inauguration of a Japanese
omnibus version of Amazing Stories in 1950, the latter circulated in
Japan on a highly restricted basis.10
Despite this dearth, The Mysterious Underground Men screams
American-style space adventure, beginning with its cover. In the past,
manga covers were rarely so dramatic. Respectable publishers of the
thirties put little more than the title in a classy, art nouveau-esque font,
surrounded by happy faces. Cheaper booklets might show a character
or two in action, but never a layered tableau like this, with teeming
figures, a defined setting, and multiple lines of copy. Tezuka could
have been thinking of the covers of American comic books or movie
posters. After all, those tottering letters that spell out the romanization
of the Japanese title — CHITEIKOKU NO KAIZIN — are in the style of
Mickey Mouse posters from the thirties. A full English title anchors the
bottom. Charging forth are two heroes with recognizable American
names, John and Uncle Bill. In the background is a giant craft,
presumably derived from the airborne rocket ships of twenties and
thirties American science fiction. The cover is brash and borderline
vulgar as far as the era’s mores are concerned. Such qualities were
thought typical of akahon ( “red book”) manga, so named after
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the color that dominated their covers and interior printing, which
was considered symbolic of their lurid content. Tezuka had begun
rethinking this red as the color of American-styled entertainment.
It’s unwise to interpret this accent purely as an index of the
pressurized atmosphere of the Occupation. Expressed in this cover
is not fascination with the conqueror’s culture per se, but rather an
exuberance for American mass entertainment that originated in the
thirties, was temporarily repressed by the war, and was then amplified
by being mediated through the cultural imports of the Occupation.
This is an important part of the newness that differentiates The
Mysterious Underground Men from the backward-gazing Doctor
Mars. As explained below, it was within this historical context that
many of the essentials of story manga —the emphasis on thrilling
action, the restricted use of humor, and even the lionized embrace
of tragedy—were developed.
III. The Tunnel
“Kore wa manga ni arazu, sho-setsu ni mo arazu,” wrote Tezuka as a
preface to one of his practice works, an early 400-page version of
Lost World (Rosuto waarudo), drawn when he was a middle-school
student in the last months of the war. In other words, “This is neither a
manga nor a novel.”
But let us take care before jumping from here to the “literary
breadth” and “philosophical depth” that he voiced in 1982. There is
more than one kind of novel.
Tezuka only briefly mentions Bernhard Kellermann’s bestselling novel Der Tunnel (1913) in his 1982 afterword. He explains
that the manga was originally titled after that book, then changed
at the publisher’s insistence. Still the name is there in a prominent
position on both the cover and title page. Other than that, Tezuka
says, “there’s no connection between the two.”
This is simply not true, starting with the shared wonder of a
transcontinental underground transport. The manga is by no means
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an adaptation of Kellermann’s book, nor of its screen adaptations,
none of which (1915, 1933, 1935) Tezuka claimed to have seen.11
Even adopted details are few. Yet when asked by the Asahi Shinbun
newspaper to write on the subject of “unforgettable books” in 1977, it
was Der Tunnel that the lifetime bibliophile chose. There he describes
it as “the origin point of the storytelling methods of my epic-length
works, and of my penchant for exponentially expanding scale through
spectacle.”12 He again called it his “origin point” ( genten) a year later
in a roundtable on SF manga.13
One might argue that Der Tunnel reflects Tezuka’s
cosmopolitan cultural exposure. It appeared in Japanese in 1930,
some seventeen years after its 1913 German release, as part of
highbrow publisher Shincho-sha’s World Literature Library ( Sekai

bungaku zenshu- ). As an “author of mass fiction,” Shincho-sha notes
in the translation’s foreword, Kellermann was “an anomaly in a series
otherwise offering works by authors whose primary concern is art.”
Indisputable giants like Cervantes, Goethe, Hugo, and Milton had
kicked off the series in 1927; the Kellermann volume was preceded
by Thomas Mann’s Buddenbrooks. Shincho-sha felt the need to
justify the inclusion. In the book’s foreword, the editor points out that
Fischer Verlag, Kellermann’s publisher in Berlin, regularly published
excellent novels regardless of the demographics of their appeal.
Moreover, in his home country, despite being a writer of popular
fiction, Kellermann was much admired by critics and peers alike
for his “exceptionally polished technique” and his “skillful grasp of

Bernhard Kellermann, Der Tunnel (Shincho-sha, 1930),
slipcase and book jacket cover (opposite page).
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reader psychology.” Der Tunnel was thus promoted as a book that
demonstrated that one could have fiction in mass modern society
that was at once popular (it sold in the millions worldwide) and of the
highest aesthetic quality.14
While Der Tunnel might have advertised Germany as a
purveyor of superior mass entertainment, one should remember
specifically what kind of story Kellermann’s esteemed artistry had
been deployed to create. Der Tunnel is a sometimes cautionary,
often celebratory, and always ecstatic vision of the industrial
gigantism of Gilded Age America. Its lead character, the coal town–
born engineer Mac Allan, is a veritable embodiment of stereotypes
of American ambition and megalomania. His vision of constructing
a transatlantic railroad tunnel is backed by financiers whose
wealth can literally move the world. Speaking of Mac, Kellermann
writes, “He said that he was not making the Tunnel merely for his
own pleasure; that the Tunnel would link America and Europe in
brotherhood, uniting two worlds, two civilizations; that the Tunnel
would give bread to thousands; that the Tunnel was not being made
merely to enrich a few capitalists, but that it belonged just as much
to the people; that this had been precisely his object.”15
While crisscrossed by minor plots of personal grief and
tragedy, Der Tunnel is most of all rapturous description. “Mac Allan’s
boring machines at the five working centres had eaten their way for
the depth of a league into the darkness. The tunnel mouths looked
like two awful gateways leading down into the underworld. By day
and by night, without a pause, endless trainloads of stone came
rushing at express rate out of these gateways; and by day and by
night, without a pause, workmen and trains of materials went in at
mad speed. The double openings were like dark inflamed wounds
ever discharging and drawing in blood afresh. In the depths within
there was the raging activity of thousands of human hands. Mac
Allan’s work was something utterly new in the world’s history. It was
madness, a hellish struggle to save every second. His path was a
rush through the stone.”16 Pages upon pages are filled with similarly
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effusive descriptions of the center of American capital, New York City.
Keep this in mind when Tezuka declares, as he did in 1982, that the
book “made my heart dance” as a kid.
Yet in middle age, Tezuka’s feelings about Der Tunnel were
mixed. “Despite the absurd and infantile plot,” he explained in 1977,
“the story is highly readable due to Kellermann’s intricate composition
and unrelenting narrative style. The hero is a hot-blooded type
representing America of the good ole days, supported by the big
capitalists. The love interests and love vengeance that appear are built
upon the very skeleton of prewar Hollywood. What makes up for this
sap is the tunnel’s construction, penetrating madly through the earth,
and the horrifying depiction of continuous cave-ins and floods. The
heroes recede into the shadows. The masses seize leadership. Panic
and the terrible menace of nature are depicted with great passion. In
books like Crime and Punishment, Les Miserables, or Anna Karenina,
such large-scale spectacle is simply unavailable.”17
Tezuka’s name for this kind of novel was “popular mass
literature” (tsu-zoku taishu- bungaku). He might have put down its
melodrama in 1977, but thirty years prior, while drawing his own
The Tunnel, the combination of overwrought personal travails and
large-scale, heart-accelerating heroics was precisely the goal. Note,
in the above quote, the cultural coordinates of this enterprise. Even
after recognizing Der Tunnel as a book by a German novelist from
an earlier era, Tezuka speaks of it as if it were cut from the same cloth
as the American entertainment of his 1930s youth. Moreover, what
makes the novel great, in Tezuka’s eyes, is its scale and drama—both
of which were built up in the book through aggrandizing descriptions
of American modernity. Thus, if the novel was indeed one of the
starting points of the “storytelling methods” and “expansion of scale
through spectacle” typical of Tezuka’s feature-length works—an idea
which gives too little credit to Japanese writers like Unno, but fits with
the coincidence of The Tunnel being Tezuka’s first story manga—then
one should keep a closer eye out for how images of America as the
subject of entertainment, as well as forms of American entertainment
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themselves, guided Tezuka’s practice in these crucial years.

How did a project named after a German Gilded Age fantasy
end up a terrestrial space adventure? Was it just the common
American factor?
In the same 1977 article as above, Tezuka sheds light on
the matter. Part of the reason was his anachronistic reception of
Kellermann’s book, which in turn was due to the Japanese edition not
being published until 1930 and the young Tezuka not reading it until
the end of the decade. “At the time, because of the war, it was fairly
hard to get your hands on European and American literature. The
World Literature Library series on my father’s bookshelf was thus a
matchless treasure. In that series, alongside Crime and Punishment
and Les Miserables, Der Tunnel was one of the novels that moved
me the most. One of the reasons was that, around that time, the
young boy in me had become feverish from science fantasy horror
movies ( this was before the name SF existed) like Claude Rains’s The
Invisible Man and the Mars films starring Buster Crabbe. Der Tunnel,
in contrast, was a respectable SF novel of the future.”18 The tawdriest
of Hollywood spectacles, it seems, framed Tezuka’s reception of
advanced German mass culture.
In his 1969 autobiography, I Am a Cartoonist (Boku wa
mangaka), the artist says the following about his early movie-going
experiences: “It was during the war, while watching German films,
that I became a true movie nut. Naturally, because of the war, it was a
bunch of Nazi propaganda films. I specifically remember Karl Ritter’s
Stukas from Ufa, the German-Japanese coproduction New Earth
[Die Tochter des Samurai] with Sessue Hayakawa, and the German
educational film Nature and Creation.” Similar passages have been
cited by Japanese scholars to argue for the proximity of Tezuka’s
worldview to the stately Kulturfilm of the late thirties and forties.19
Such a view, though not without merit, conveniently ignores the

kind of thing he says next: “As for American films, for some reason all
I remember are SF movies. I remember Claude Rains’s The Invisible
Man (this horrifying special effects movie frightened me to the bone
for four or five days and almost gave me diarrhea), The Invisible
Ray . . . and the space opera The Deadly Ray from Mars, in which
earthlings get stuck on Mars and battle the queen there. The reason
I started drawing SF manga, you’ll be surprised to know, was due to
these movies.” 20 As far as non-Japanese influences on The Mysterious
Underground Men are concerned, these are indeed the defining ones.
After the release of Star Wars in 1977, Tezuka was often
called on to share his thoughts about the history and nature of science
fiction. George Lucas must have stirred his memory, because he
drops Flash Gordon’s name a few times in these years, specifically
the aforementioned The Deadly Ray from Mars (1938). This was the
condensed feature-length version of Flash Gordon’s Trip to Mars,
the second of the original Buster Crabbe Flash Gordon serials from
Universal Pictures, released in Japan in 1939 under the title Mars
Attacks Earth (Kasei chikyu- o ko-geki suru). Recalls Tezuka, “The
imagery of The Deadly Ray from Mars made an incredible impact
on me. It was a long time before I was able to extract myself from
its influence. Especially that image of rocket ships going GWROAR
with smoke coming out of their back ends. That’s why I always ended
up drawing things that way in early works like King Kong and Doctor
Mars.”21 He could have added the rocket train in The Mysterious
Underground Men.
There are more specific debts to the world of Flash Gordon.
Most Tezuka fans know of the borrowed motifs in The Adventures of
Rock Home (Rokku bo-kenki, 1952–54): the birdmen, the mash-up of
medieval costume and architecture on a distant planet, and most of
all the “clay people” who emerge from cavern walls to manhandle the
hero.22 Some of these had already appeared five years earlier in The
Mysterious Underground Men. In another Star Wars–era chat, Tezuka
confessed that the idea for the terrorizing termites came from Flash
Gordon.23 He is no more specific than that. He was likely referring to
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IV. Flash Gordon

The Deadly Ray from Mars (1938),
Flash Gordon and company’s rocket ship flying and crashing on Mars,
compare with pages 36–39.

what he recalled in his autobiography: the “earthlings getting stuck on
Mars” and their “battle with the queen” from The Deadly Ray from Mars.
The movie begins with Earth being throttled by catastrophic
storms as its atmosphere is being sucked away by a “nitron beam”
from Mars. Flash, Dale Arden, Doctor Zarkov, and a comic sidekick
named Happy Hapgood hop a rocket ship to investigate. Typically, they
crash-land. The corollary scene in The Mysterious Underground Men
is on page 61, the spaceship now an American gangster car with a flat
tire. Flash and company take refuge in a nearby cave, where they are
assaulted by clumpy humanoids emerging from the walls. These are
the clay people Tezuka would later use by name in The Adventures of
Rock Home; they are already there in rough form in The Mysterious
Underground Men as the termite hordes crawling over the stone
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The Deadly Ray from Mars (1938),
Flash Gordon and company meet the clay people,
compare with pages 64 – 67.
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(64–65). Like the clay people in the movie, Tezuka’s termites are
impervious to bullets. “I hit him plum center and he laughed at me,”
says Happy. “Guns are no good on them,” echoes Tezuka’s Ham Egg,
after the bullet passes through the termite’s head with a “pokop.” Both
Flash’s group and Uncle Bill’s are subsequently knocked out with gas.
Ruling over Flash Gordon’s Mars is Queen Azura. She is
the model of Tezuka’s termite queen. She first appeared in Alex
Raymond’s Sunday pages in 1935, where she is deadly, sexy, scantily
clad, and a far cry from the wallflower of the movie serial. While in
The Mysterious Underground Men the underground inhabitants are
kin, in the movie the clay people and Azura are at war. The former are
outcast dissidents turned into clay by the magic power of the white
sapphire that Azura wears around her neck. She is further armed with
a ring containing sleeping powder, which she blows to knock out her
enemies. Tezuka combined these weapons into the form of a diamond
ring capable of turning men into stone. Azura fails to purchase
Flash or Zarkov’s loyalty; her successor succeeds by preying instead
on the anti-hero, Ham Egg. The television that appears later in the
Black Demon Club’s lair (121) is probably also a Flash import. The
approaching policemen, meanwhile, come from Blondie.
To draw the characters, Tezuka employed a mix of prewar and
postwar models. The termite minions take after the long-limbed
Martians of twenties and thirties sci-fi illustration, which circulated in
Japan via serial fiction and popular astronomy texts, and to a lesser
extent through manga. In the early sixties, Tezuka recalled as a kid
copying those from the Mars chapter of Mitsuo Harada’s best-selling
Children’s Astronomy ( Kodomo no tenbungaku, 1938).24 The relevant
image has been reproduced on page xxviii. Similar creatures could
be found as illustrations in Unno’s stories (see image on page xv).
Termites in name, Martians in imagination—which is not strange,
considering that part of The Deadly Ray from Mars takes place
underground. As for the queen, she is clearly of a different visual
breed. Scholar Haruyuki Nakano has argued that her medieval
dress and palatial quarters derived from the melodramatic history
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The Deadly Ray from Mars (1938), Queen Azura of Mars,
compare with page 120.
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Fantasy illustration of Martians, from Mitsuo Harada,
Children’s Astronomy (Morikita shoten, 1938), page 139.

Don Gunn, “Bucky Bug,” Walt Disney’s Comics and Stories No.70
( July 1946), compare with page 93.

romances of the Takarazuka Theater.25 This could be; Tezuka was a
huge fan, attending performances regularly during the period of the
manga’s creation. Her physiognomy, however, comes from elsewhere.
She resembles some of the Martians in Doctor Mars, who, like her,
are modeled on the “savage ants” from Bucky Bug in Walt Disney’s
Comics and Stories.
There are many such instances in which American comics
served as tools to render images lodged in the artist’s mind since
before the war. Sometimes the result could be tinged with satire, as
in the case of Kellermann’s Mac Allan. As noted above, sho-nen John
was primarily modeled on the boy heroes of prewar Japanese juvenile
fiction. But he has been tweaked in accordance with Kellermann’s
super American. Like Mac, John is brash and ambitious, sweeping

his arms over blueprints and steering the corporate board like a
natural-born go-getter. The visual interpretation, however, is often
screwball. In many panels, John has been given Popeye’s one-eyed
mug, as befitting a can-do fighting American. Then, when first
confronted by a talking rabbit at his door, he is cast instead (for two
panels at least, on page 29) in the image of Dagwood Bumstead from
Chic Young’s Blondie.
The title was widely known in postwar Japan. Tezuka owned
copies of Blondie Comics (1947– 49), a ten-cent comic book from
David McKay Company composed of new stories.26 Yet Blondie’s
circulation was more than the accidental byproduct of G.I. leisure.
Beginning in 1946, a bilingual version of the newspaper strip
was serialized in the Asahi Weekly ( Shu-kan Asahi). These were
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Above and Opposite:
Chic Young, Blondie, vol.1 ( Tokyo: Asahi shinbunsha, April 1947),
compare with pages 28 –29, 106.

subsequently collected into chapbooks that went into multiple
printings. Occupation authorities supported Blondie as an
expression of good middle-class American life. By the late forties, the
strip was widely being discussed in the press on those very terms.27
Already in the summer of 1947, Tezuka had identified the Bumstead’s
house as the appropriate domicile for American John. The distinctly
non-Japanese, genkan-less entryway (with no place to remove shoes,
and no step up into the interior) with the staircase to the side has
been transplanted directly from the Bumsteads’ front door. The shock
of seeing a talking rabbit hits John and lifts him slightly off his feet
in a Chic Young style. Befuddled, John throws himself into a heavily
padded armchair. Not only is his posture and dazed look Dagwood’s,
so is the furniture, with a similar white stripe down the side of the
chair and a patterned lampshade behind.
Given the play and humor in Unno’s stories and Buster
Crabbe’s Flash Gordon, it’s not inappropriate that Tezuka chose
comics rooted in the funnies to aid in adapting the entertainment
of his youth. Perhaps Doctor Mars went too far and tipped over into
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parody, while The Mysterious Underground Men succeeded in
striking a more compelling balance between comedy, melodrama,
and adventure. But as argued in the closing section of this essay,
this was achieved not by steering clear of humor, as is often stated
in the literature on story manga, but by driving straight through it.
Paradoxically, to claim that Doctor Mars smacks of old because it
lacks the tragic essentially amounts to saying that Tezuka had not
yet begun to work through comedy in American comics.
V. They Done Him Wrong
Laughter is typically viewed negatively in accounts of story manga,
including Tezuka’s own. It was something artists had to transcend
to make more serious and compelling comics for a wider and more
mature audience. This is true to a large extent, but it was not always
just a matter of replacing gags and happy endings with gripping
plots, complex narratives, and pathetic characters. There was also
refashioning.
Influences from American cartooning are particularly
instructive in this regard. The triumph of tragedy over comedy in
Tezuka’s story manga is usually seen locally—that is, as a clean
break with the conventions of prewar manga. American comics
complicate this picture substantially. In some cases, Tezuka
straightforwardly adopted the slapstick, exaggerated gestures, and
caricatures in American comics, as illustrated above in relationship
to Popeye and Dagwood. At other times, he took the basic staging
of figures and action within American comics, only to evacuate its
humor. The resulting cruelty toward characters visually resembles
that in American comics, but without the softening effects of
laughter. It turns out that if Tezuka’s sense of humor was shaped by
the American funnies, so was his taste for tragedy.
Paramount here is the role of Milt Gross. In the summer
of 1938, on the brink of Japan’s consumption with war fever,
after which decadent American and Western European content
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was weeded from magazines’ pages, the monthly New Youth
(Shin seinen) published an abridged version of Gross’s He Done
Her Wrong (1930), under the bugle-blowing title of Charging
Gentleman ( Tokkan shinshi). New Youth is typically remembered
as the home to Ranpo Edogawa, Seishi Yokomizo, and Ju-za Unno’s
early stories, and the main vehicle for translated mystery fiction
from primarily the English-speaking world. It was also a major
arbiter of modern Western and especially American fashion and
entertainment. Large sections were devoted to men’s clothing,
sports, and the Hollywood demimonde. It published many so-called
nonsense cartoons of the New Yorker, Life, and Vanity Fair variety,
proffering an urbane and decidedly middle-class sense of humor.
As a cartoonist who had made his name as a Jewish humorist
in New York before moving to Los Angeles to write for the film
industry, Gross fit in perfectly with New Youth’s program. While the
affectionate parody of Lynd Ward’s woodcut novels was probably
lost on Japanese readers of He Done Her Wrong, they might have
caught its play with the stereotypes and zany cliffhangers of the silent
serial. Unmissable, on the other hand, was its novelty as a wordless
graphic novel. “The Great American Novel—and not a word in
it!” boasted the cover of the original American edition. Sections of
Nize Baby (1926) had been introduced in Japan as early as 1927,
offering Japanese readers a taste of Gross’s mimicry of the accents
and malapropisms of immigrant Jewish English. Nonetheless, the
artist was known in Japan, as he still is today, as a master of grotesque
physiognomy and physical humor, and most of all as a pioneer in
telling elaborate stories in comics form without the aid of speech
balloons, narrative text, or verbal sound effects.28
It is well known that Tezuka was influenced by He Done Her
Wrong. The debt is usually calculated in terms of one or two motifs,
whereas in fact it was much heavier.29 The artist noted on multiple
occasions that his character Ham Egg was inspired by the oily robber
baron of Gross’s book, who swindles the lumberjack hero, steals
his woman, and lives the good life in the city before being trumped
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Milt Gross, He Done Her Wrong (1930),
compare with page 85.

by his own greed and the muscular virtue of the book’s hero. In The
Mysterious Underground Men, the influence is still fresh. The panel on
page 85 showing Ham Egg smitten by the promise of riches comes
directly from He Done Her Wrong. The doctor in charge of Mimio’s
transformation is also from Gross, corresponding to the mustachioed
banker who argues the shiksa’s case to the corporate board. The
doctor’s assistant is the same banker’s butler. Their final appearance,
on page 23, is sandwiched between the cameo of another Grossinspired character: the trash man whose cart Mimio hides in to
escape the laboratory.31 It’s almost predictable that Mimio would
rear his head in this panel, and in the next run in a Disney trot. In this
formative period, the variety of Tezuka’s stylistic influences was often
laid bare, visibly moving from one source to another in a single page,
with different styles appointed to different character types.
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Milt Gross, He Done Her Wrong (1930),
compare with pages 10, 23.

In an interview from 1979, Tezuka describes He Done Her
Wrong as a mu-jimaku manga, literally “non-subtitled comic.”
This is an apt description considering that the book was indebted
to the silent serials of yore. “There was a time when I also drew
non‑subtitled manga like that,” wrote Tezuka, referring specifically
to some one‑page pieces he published in youth magazines in the
mid fifties.32 He had been experimenting with the mode as early as
the unpublished Old Man’s Treasure Island (Oyaji no takarajima,
1945 – 46). The protagonists, a Japanese couple, find themselves
shipwrecked in Hawaii, where they are attacked by a gang of knifecarrying thugs, modeled on the ones the lumberjack fights in Gross’s
Alaskan honky-tonk. Their leader is the character that would later
be named Ham Egg. The Japanese man employs the lumberjack’s
moves to hold the villains at bay. But unlike Gross’s hero, Tezuka’s
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is vulnerable. He is stabbed in the back and dies. The sequence
employs some pictographs in balloons, as did Gross’s, but is
otherwise wordless. Such was Gross to Tezuka: a radical visual
dramatist far more than a comedian.
“If you look at the manga’s prologue, you can see how I
was trying to overthrow the existing framework of children’s comics,”
Tezuka explained in 1982 about The Mysterious Underground
Men. It was a coup inspired by Gross. The manga begins with a
few wordless pages. Even when there is speech, Tezuka sometimes
deploys frameless drawings in the style of He Done Her Wrong, a
book in which the pictures often float on open expanses of white
page. The final wordless page, showing the orderlies carrying
John’s father to the hospital, is particularly interesting in light
of the problematic relationship of story manga to humor. In the
corresponding sequence in He Done Her Wrong, the orderlies have
picked up the lumberjack after a nasty brawl. They carefully carry him
into the hospital, tiptoeing and shushing onlookers. The situation is
grave. Our hero is in critical condition. Once through the door, they
immediately let loose, catapulting the lumberjack down the hall and
onto his face. As always, Gross is out to joke. In Tezuka, all is solemn.
The same men carry John’s father in through the door. Heads are
lowered in grief. Tears are shed. John’s father dies. What was comedy
has been made into tragic melodrama.
Similar processes might underwrite even the most famous
scenes of The Mysterious Underground Men, those on which its
reputation as the original tragic manga rest. First is that in which
Mimio is cruelly ejected from human companionship (106 –7).
He has just let mankind’s enemies get ahold of the rocket train’s
blueprints. Uncle Bill lambastes the foolish rabbit before chucking
him out the window and onto his face. Then John, his former best
friend, verbally kicks him when he’s down. This episode too was
probably derived from the hospital scene in He Done Her Wrong.
Both the stars shooting from the lumberjack’s head and his
crumpled butt-up posture seem to have been transposed to poor

Mimio. The damsel’s distress, stoop, and frequent teariness weigh on
Mimio as he slinks away in the last panel. What makes Gross comical
is not simply the physical humor nor the contorted expressions, nor
the cruelty of the tormentors. It is rather the resilient, punching-bag
quality of the characters. At the moment of the splat, there is the
expectation that the hero will, as he has in previous scenarios, pick
himself up and continue forth as if nothing has happened, before
being laid low again and bouncing up again. The story does not
fundamentally change his character. In contrast, when Mimio rises,
he pathetically carries the fall with him. He will conduct himself
differently from here on out. Tragicomedy has been stripped of its
comic half, with the result that the story is now part of the character,
progressively shaping him along the way.33
Chic Young was also involved in this matter. His art is subject
to a simpler process of inversion, transforming the purely comic into
the purely tragic. The first two panels of the same passage as above,
showing the bunny taken aback and then launched by Uncle Bill, stem
from movements and domestic interiors in Blondie. Mimio’s surprise
here is styled like John’s when the first two met (29). Then there is the
manga’s finale. Because he is drawn so sharply and so differently from
the professors at the manga’s beginning, the bespectacled doctor
with the bushy mustache who oversees Mimio’s death strikes the
attentive reader as somewhat out of place. Uncle Bill’s face is flat and
general, and his mustache abstract, whereas those of this doctor are
roundly sculpted. He is based on Dagwood’s boss, Mr. Dithers. Facial
hair has been much amplified, but those sloping oval spectacles are
undoubtedly his.
What is he doing here? In Blondie, Dithers represents the
lack of respect that work has for private life. The bedroom is the
site for some of the rudest such confrontations. Dithers storms the
Bumsteads’ house to get the lazy everyman up and to the office. He
crawls into bed with Dagwood to ensure timely rising when the alarm
goes off in the morning. He rips Dagwood from sound sleep because
work suddenly demands his presence, as in the sample shown here.
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Top, Bottom, Opposite Top:
Milt Gross, He Done Her Wrong (1930),
compare with pages 6, 106 –7.
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Chic Young, Blondie, vol. 1 ( Tokyo: Asahi shinbunsha, April 1947),
compare with page 106.
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Dithers also bunks at the Bumsteads’ when his wife locks him out.
Were these sorts of scenarios the model for Mimio’s deathbed?
If so, it’s an interesting conversion. For Young, the bed was one more
place to depict the persistence of Dagwood’s “regular guyness” despite
the constant interference—by the wife, the children, and the boss—of
the social responsibilities of mature manhood. In Tezuka, it becomes
quite the opposite: a pedestal for a supremely melodramatic scene in
which Mimio’s personhood is established through revealing his acts of
courage and self-sacrifice. If making the comic tragic created a place
for tears in manga, it also facilitated expression of the kind of moralizing
messages that had been popular in boys’ books from before and during
the war.
It might be, as Haruyuki Nakano has said, that Tezuka’s taste for
tragedy was inspired primarily by theater. “True manga,” Tezuka wrote
in 1946 in a newsletter for a troupe with which he was involved as a
college student, “uses pictures to make people cry, make them excited,
or make them feel deeply touched. Only then does manga reveal its
true worth.”34 Yet as far as visual staging is concerned, the key scenes of
Mimio’s lachrymose tale have been performed on the set of American
cartoon comedy. Tezuka reused its props and appropriated its blocking
and gestures. He went as far as recruiting members of its supporting
cast. There is debate about what caused Mimio to feel as talking
animals before had not. But he was made to hurt partly by stripping the
American cartoon, so rife with abuse, of its compensatory laughter.

Chic Young, Blondie, vol. 1 ( Tokyo: Asahi shinbunsha, April 1947),
compare with pages 146 – 47.

Chic Young, Blondie Comics No.1 ( David McKay Company, Spring 1947),
compare with page 100.
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